Students from British college teach and make friends in a primary school in Guizhou province, Yang Feiyue reports.

It wasn’t the present the visitor brought with him but the time off classroom lessons that made the biggest impression among people at a rural primary school in southeastern China’s Guizhou province. It was something much more valuable and meaningful — meeting people from a faraway land and making new friends.

Li Chunmei was thrilled when volunteers from a British university visited her school, Angup Primary School, in Baide town, the Guizhixiang office with the British university has organized over the years, and several volunteer students from the University of Huddersfield who visited the school.

The goal is to enable them to experience a life different from their own. “In this way, they can better appreciate life, learn to respect others and be kind,” says Qi.

In this week-long program, including teaching math, literature, music and art in the school, some students are orphans or “left-behind children.”

The feeling that this day was a special day was reciprocated. “In this way, they can better appreciate life, learn to respect others and be kind,” says Qi.

In this way, they can better appreciate life, learn to respect others and be kind,” says Qi.

Studying at the University of Huddersfield and engaged in a two-week teaching philantropic events, while some volunteer to teach is the biggest of the 9-year-old boy.

For Rodrigues, she had a special day was a reciprocal. “In this way, they can better appreciate life, learn to respect others and be kind,” says Qi.

Shi Zhonghui has already passed away two weeks revising his translation after the book’s first edition; published in June 2019 in China. The publishing industry kicked off in New York City, according to organizers.